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Isekai otome manga recommendations

There are some gems when it comes to isekai manga, but my general perception of these mangoes is that they are usually miss in terms of depth. But I'm still enjoying reading them because they are fun to read all in all, which I think is the main point here of writers and mangaka. I'd film through them, laugh at stupidity or get a heavy plot, then move on to the next one simply because the isekai library is so
big. However, nothing satisfyes my need for this niche among the niche, as otome isekai can. Isekai, as you know, is about someone from our world who has made it to another world (usually a European, for some reason...) world. Now, if you tack on the otome, the plot then becomes all about the girl flew to another world reminiscent of the otome game that the heroine played before. Well, the next
sentence it will sound a little silly, but from what I read, you can further categorize the genre otome isekai further up to the other three - otome isekai, which has mc reincarnated as otome game protagonist, another type of isekai otome, which has mc own / portray otome games villainess, and finally, the protagonist as a forgettable NPC in the background. There are those that follow a unique type of land,
such as otome isekai from the point of view of capturing the target, but in all, these are the three sub-categories that I noticed. I tried to talk about it to Mari-Chan when she asked me what type of blog I was currently writing, and she gave me a deep reaction. I was shocked. I said, don't people who read mangoes talk about it? She replied: No. That makes me know I'm a lost cause. So if you follow my train's
thoughts when I explained the sub-category, you lost the case too. Welcome to club &lt;3.REGARDLESS! Among the three categories I mentioned is the favorite. Since each of them are either hilarious or too short for me to talk in full blog, I decided to dump it all in the blog series. I didn't fix the titles, so numbering is just for you to watch. Enjoy! Every time this webcomic gets an update, I'd hop on it so
damn fast. Illustrated by Zoids mangaka, this short webcomic is a hilarious little series poking fun at the otome isekai genre for villacity. Tondabayashi Kenzaburou is a 60-year-old civil servant who died in a car accident. Fate reincarnated him in the otome game as malice! Seriously, what does an old man know about otome games in the first place?! Regardless, he tries to emulate what the adversary
should do and annoys the protagonist. Unfortunately, a kind parent in the heart simply can not bother a young girl. The misunderstanding will back up, and he'll just... gets along with otome game characters naturally. This series is never taken seriously. Great quick read to brighten up your day. If I'm not mistaken, it was popular enough to get an official release! Huzzah! Loving this great news. This is a I
can't get over it. Outwardly, it's malevolence and inside it's an uncle. This is one of the well written as a romantic fantasy, with otome isekai as a controlled plot. Many plots of land are written from the point of view of greed, but this manga follows us as the whole plot develops from the point of view of the target of capture. Cecil Glo Alphasta is the first prince of Alphasta, and he is absolutely amazed by his
first meeting with his fiancée, Bertia Ibil Noches. You know, Bertia is in this otome game and she's ready to do her duty as a first-class villa. She rants at modern concepts like otome and journey, so of course Cecil, the prince of fantasy otome games has absolutely no idea what she just talked about. Lucky for her, Cecil's smart. He quickly picked up advice on what would happen in the future and is working
to prevent it. Prince Cecil in the background, and Bertia points to you, demanding that you recognize her as the flower of evil in this series. That marks the beginning of Cecil's true affection for his fiancée. Bertia in the game otome is chubby, and so worked so hard for weight loss. He has a list of things he'll do with the heroine, all to get the story back on track. But Bertia is just too kind, and none of her evils
seem to be working. Her true dedication attracted many of the capture targets and finally, she has a fanclub! This manga is one of the unique when it comes to narrating otome isekais and cecil-bertia duo is a cute couple. This mango definitely screams super shoujo in my honest opinion. Anatomy, character poses, voluminous hair, as well as names ... He screams shoujo to the max. Art is definitely a
looker, but I understand that it can be a bit off-putting for some people. Don't tell me I didn't warn you! Aquasteed and tiararose! Beautiful couple. Make them happy. Tiararose Lapis Clementille is a meanness in the game otome called The Ring of Lapis Lazuli. She is the fiancee of hartknights, the first prince of the kingdom Lapis Lazuli and an exemplary soon-to-be queen. Of course, the protagonist appears
and sweeps her fiance. (Not that it matters, really. Hartknights is a bit asshat.) Poor Tiararose was left to pick up pieces of her own heart. Every otome isekai needs a sentencing scene and Tiararose has not been freed from it. It was then that the main capture target for the Ring of Lapis Lazuli sequel seems to save the day. Right after her fiance cuts a tie with her, Prince Aquasteed Marineforest asked
Tiararos. Yes, it's his name. Tiararose has yet to play a sequel, so he has no idea what's going to happen next. It's the beginning of a chapter of love- dove! I really enjoyed this series in all. Tiararose never acted out of line, but in every scene, Akari (the protagonist) was shamelessly showing off her protag status. Akari is also a reincarnated Japanese woman like Tiararose, but she turned out to be a selfish
person. before she became Akari herself. The characterization and intention of the author for us readers to dislike Akari is really obvious. However, screw the selfish protag, I'm just here for a ride to see Tiararose get my own luck. If you are an otome isekai enthusiast like me, you have definitely heard of Bakarina. Villainess in this story is called Katarina, but she is such a cute idiot we fans call her Bakarina.
If you google for Bakarina, you'll still get hits to the series. Google is smart this way. Thank you Google-san. Bakarina &lt;3This series is definitely one of my favorites! I first started to know about this series from a light novel fan translation. It was supposed to end right after the sentencing scene, but it was so popular the author went around the scene with Part 2! He even recently got an anime. Look at the
trailer. Her previous life as a Japanese high school student is as tumultuous as it can get. She is really tomboy-ish, loves her friends, family and otome game she is going to be reincarnated, Fortune Lover. In the world of otome, she hit her head and her past came back to her. Damn, she's reincarnated like a weirdo with a ton of flag destruction! She realized the seriousness of her situation and worked hard
to keep quiet about each of her potential deaths. A fiancé is going to kill her one day? No problem, let's work on realistic-looking paper snakes. Her adoptive little brother grows up to be a playboy? No problem, let's treat him with love and love. Bakarina has these really cute theaters playing in her head as she tries to make sense of the situation. Sure, her actions against these dead scenarios are logical
and healthy, but because of her silly honesty, it all happens unexpectedly. Her unasurely honest attitude (and stupidly ignorant because she's just that sweet) soon attracted EVERYONE. One. CAPTURE THE TARGET. It's amazing because everyone is so too protective of her (in a hilarious way), but she's still blissfully unaware of what's going on. This is for some hilarious misunderstandings that may
spiral into more of these Bakarina-misinterpretations. I call it Bakarina-misinterpretation because her sanity is super adorable and honest. Definitely one of a kind for the type of standards of misinterpretation. I didn't want to go on because I love it so much, I could ruin it for you. Enjoy! EDIT: Now that the anime is over and the S2 is coming, I could cover it as an anime instead! However, I'm not too sure if
people will have what the S2 will mean... For further malicy, we have another one from the Duke's family. I find it really funny that these writers have to give the Duchess's daughter donation status. Why not from the baronial family... The MC in this story is an Office Lady who leads a super busy life. The only hobby he has is reading web novels, and there's one particular otome series that's really
interested... And yes, she was reincarnated into a said series like Vichr, The Gaviser. Ronia is the daughter of a respected family of dukes, while the protagonist, Misano is the daughter of the baron. Dissatisfied with how Misano latches on to her fiance, Ronia retaliates back, but Misano doesn't go down without a fight, or at least, that's how the original story is supposed to be. Since Ronia died as a result of
exhaustion in her previous life, she wishes she had a slow, relaxing life. Ronia with her fairies! One thing I really like about art is how soft the eyes are drawn. So she worked hard in her own way, patiently waiting for the sentencing scene. Unfortunately, the misunderstanding still happens despite her efforts to avoid groping Misano. Things happen, and she is finally without her fiance status! Yes! She quickly
packed up and fled to the country to start a coffee shop called Mattari. So what will happen in this unknown chapter of her new life? This otome isekai manga is really relaxing as the name of the café, and I'm honestly just here to get the plot. It's not serious, and the plot is just nice to read. The art itself is very pleasant to look at! There are fairies and beasts in this story, if you're interested. Plus, Ronia as a
character is an honest soul in all. She really just wants to brew a cup of coffee for people to enjoy in her coffee shop. Great reading to relax after a long day. High school student, worker, and now she's a 21-year-old event organizer. Yuka Sawatani leads a fulfilling but busy life. Her job is to make sure she saves everything in action. In fact, she's going to make it happen no matter the price. Obviously, this is
not the healthiest way to finish a job that requires you to travel everywhere, catch up on everything and make sure all the different work is done. Note: I respect with all my heart the people who can do this. Micromanagele and multitasking, etc. Please take care of yourself if you work in an industry that requires you to do everything. She is brave and loves to cook while he is an embarrassing knight &lt;3.
Leonid on the left and Elizabeth on the right. Yuka loves her job, but she desperately needs a break. It was when she pondered her future prospects during the bath that her life would expire... While clinging to the idea of Princess Dawn, let's go to the game she's about to reincarnate. In Princess Dawn, Elizabeth Fontini is the daughter of the Duke's family. Her appearance is attractive and like any villainess
otome out there, people assumed that she is a great bully too. She was considered princess Rosetta's meanness, though she never tried to harass her. The misunderstanding accumulated and was soon banished to a church in a remote area. The nobles see it as a merciful punishment for the noblest of all families, but Elizabeth sees it as freedom! He joins the sorority there, cooks modern food from his
past life memories and often plays with children. Everything went well until a certain head of all the knights arrived at the church. Is here to watch her? For what reasons must Elizabeth follow to the neighboring kingdom? That's right, enough summary explanation! Another would be spoiler :D I'm really happy watching the interaction between Elizabeth and Leonid. Leonid is an unpleasant man who could not
express his feelings well, so this leads to further misunderstandings between him and Elizabeth. He is embarrassing to the point that he is just so admirably cute when it comes to his internal monologue. Luckily, Elizabeth usually does what she thinks pretty quickly. Our malicy has cooking a lot, so we'll see tons of culture exchanges here. It's super fluffy so try it otome isekai if you want to relax after a
frustrating day. EDIT: A later chapter has a disturbing scene. I didn't take that into account (because it's not released yet) when I recommended this title! Rest assured that it's still good stuff, but that one scene can make you reject disgust. If you leave this adjustment here as a warning. Click or tap to see the spoiler. Highlighting is also ok. Later there was an attempted rape from a character from yandere. I
didn't like the way the author handled it. It was downplayed as a redemption scene at the end, but frankly that flow didn't sit too well with me. If I ignore this scene, the whole manga is fine... About. Another of my personal favorites, this series highlights how love could distort a person's behavior in life. (You can search this series in google as Yandere Otome games) Lycoris Radiata is (again) the daughter of
the Duke. As a young child, she is an adult and prim and has always experienced a feeling of deja vu. The realization finally struck as he looks at a portrait of his fiance, Wolfgang Eisenhut. She was previously an office lady who died as a result of a car accident, and her current self is a yandere of maliche that would soon kill the heroine and herself. The characters in this otome game have a mischievous
obsession with their partner, and almost none of the paths have a normal happy ending. As a person from our world, Lycoris is terrified of remembering all these possible futures. After all, she is not a yandere, but a peaceful citizen with normal common sense. Dead to preserve her life, she worked hard to prevent these futures from materialize. Fortunately, her first meeting with Wolfgang went smoothly.
Wolfgang in his early years is just a snob child. Both children soon hit it well as soon as they dropped their façade. Surprisingly, Wolfgang is. Normal? Maybe she can shape him into a better person after all! Lycoris and her fiancé Wolfgang. Both have show yandere tendencies, but instead, every time they are together we get to see some super fluffy moments. The series quickly moves past childhood and
into their high school years. The characters still have a streak of yandere-ness on thoughts, but interactions with Lycoris have changed them for the better. All in all, the series has reverbers of seriousness to it. If you're expecting some comedy, then you're probably better off looking elsewhere. Yandere Otome Game has a relatively short but finished light novel. If you're interested in knowing what happens
next, feel free to check out the light novel out. The story comes full circle at the end, so it's a good separate otome isekai story to enjoy in one sitting. Like Yandere Otome games, this series also comes full circle at the end. The scene first begins with Irene Loren D'Autriche going through a sentencing scene. Because of the shock of a sudden annulment, her memories of her past life returned in the blink of
an eye. Irene is the malevolence of the otome game she once played while she is bedridden in the hospital. If this continues, he'll soon be on his way to the wrong end. So she did what she thinks is best at the moment – Irene decides to court demon king, Claude Jeanne Elmeier.Claude and Irene, both are moe moe to each other at the end &lt;3I understood the part about woo-ing Demon King, but the
position of the Kinda Demon King came out of the blue. This is probably where I scratch my head the most. However, it is not important to sub-plot to explore. Readers are here for fluff and it's the fluff they get. The whole flirtation with Claude lasted only a few chapters and the rest is pretty much all about Irene working out the details of how best to consolidate her position to avoid her bad ending. Claude
was shown to be a fish with Irene because she would come barding the door of her castle with a marriage proposal. But like all romantic stories, he soon came to terms with it and was captivated by her sincere devotion. The rest of the Demon King cast too, soon loves her company and asks her for help when it comes to needing human intervention. Irene's thoughts throw away is logical and sound, so it
doesn't feel as fancy as it should have been. The story has the normal course you will see in novels, from slow start, climax and purposeful end. It's a well written standalone story that you can binge on in one sitting! Honestly I quite like the art in this otome isekai manga too. This series is one of my favorites, and only the second Bakarina. It's also my first otome isekai manga that I've ever read. If you are
looking for a serious destructed otome isekai series, then this is for you. Iris Lana Armelia is the daughter of the Duke of Tasmeria. She held on with great pride that fit the title, and as Prince Edward's fiancée. Her memories of her previous life came back to her during the sentencing scene, and when she was lured out of the hallway... He's preparing his mind for serious negotiations with his father. Joining
hands with the royal family would strengthen the position of the Duke's family, but would merge with the second prince's faction. How Iris begins to explain her case to her demonstrated a good understanding of Tasmania's current political scene. Seeing how much he understood his family's position in this power struggle, the Duke commissioned his daughter to handle the distant inn as acting lord. There's
a lot of characters I really like. But Iris is definitely my favorite. It was a huge burden for a young girl, but Iris has memories of her previous job at the IRS. As such, paperwork and accounting is second nature to her. She's a real workaholic, so she started working before she went into the summer! Along with the children she once saved during her childhood, she aims to first understand the situation of the
inn before coming up with a master plan to improve it. There's romance in this story, but pseudo-politics takes up half the plot. The second half shed light on Yuuri, the heroine of the alleged otome game, as trouble boils in the royal court. It's a joy to read about the politics Iris imagined, as well as interacting with her group of children she once saved. Each of them has its own talent, and it was Iris who
supported them all the way. In return, they would withdraw everything to support her in the grand plan of her inn. Since most of the policies she has put in place date back to modern times, it worked, but it took a long time. Soon her inn was noticed by disgusting nobles. Things get more difficult when the Queen Widow and the Church are involved! There's a constant power struggle going on between the
noble factions, and the story will make sure you know about it. This otome series is one of my favorites because of this. It has come together from the ordinary narrative most otome isekai loves to see, and attempted to recount the story through consequence-based scenarios. This gives depth to each character, because it is proven that he is aware of the consequences that their actions bring. I find that I
am really getting into the politics that they have explained here. It's certainly a refreshing read after going through tons of similarly structured otome isekai stories. Finally! An anthology of stories with nothing but villainesses getting their luck. Every story in this otome isekai manga is a oneshot with happy endings for our villainesses. This series just makes me really happy and satisfying inside. I definitely
recommend that you try each story. Every story doesn't take itself too seriously and all in all, every villainess get its own happy ending that it deserves. Note: Since this entire blog post is choked with pictures, I think I'll skip out on adding a cover image for this one. Please try it! It's really fun to read. While the previous otome isekai series I've talked about is about avoiding the bad-end or living the life it
deserves, this manga is about overwhelmed villainess. That's right, this otome isekai has game effects! Isabella and Ursch. It seems that Ursch has slits like eyes, is a cute factor Isabella loves. Isabella Ali Rottenstein is third Duke Rottenstein, and she is a darit in the game otome Love☆Magical. When she is still a Japanese office lady, she loved playing the game and spending her fortune on it just to see
the magical items of the NPC dealer, Ursch. You know, like any fan who plays a game with their favorite characters... She's obsessed with Ursch. She doesn't care if she lives like a loser. All she wanted to do in this new life was marry Ursch, and it happened! She met Ursch right outside her mansion. Isabella immediately proposed to him and he accepted (LMAO). The adults were shocked, but eventually
retreated. There is no immediate danger to Isabella that she must fear, no wrong end to change or solve the problem. The series simply set both Isabella and Ursch together and let things happen as they can. Also Isabella as malice is a maxed out character (LVL 99). Apparently she compared her character a lot and paid for all possible magical items from her own wallet before she was reincarnated into
this world. She brought through her items box as well as skills. What effect this has on the original story still needs to be seen... All in all, it's definitely a cute series for quick reads. EDIT: The newer chapter is just ... hnnng. Adorbs. Isabella was just a blink of an eye for Ursch, and the boy answered her in his own way. I'm glad I manage to slip through in a fun otome isekai manga recommendation! This is
another otome isekai series with yandere characters. Rosemarie von Werfald was born in Nebel Kingdom as their first princess. With memories from her past life, she's mature and smart. It was when she was 5 years old that she noticed that she was reborn as the malevolence of the shitty otome game she played in her past life. Each main goal of capture has a serious case of terrible personalities, while
the supporting characters that surround the capture targets have nice personalities. With the hope of unlocking the Konoe route, a popular smaller character route, she has completed the game, but unfortunately, there is no hidden path to be found. Rosemarie acts like a big sister to capture goals, so everyone really loves her as a family. But she is adamant to win the heart of Konoe even as malicy! With
him as her goal, she decided to break every flag she encountered. First, she needs to handle her brother Johan's sis-con problem, so Rose asked for a strict teacher to be assigned to his brother. Next, he has to settle his fiancé, George. George has a terrible case of narcissism, but that's because he lost his mother when he was young. So Rose had it sorted out to fix his mother to live. The story is filled to
the brim with these little little actions that Rose has done to fix the people around her. It's not as deep and serious as the Yandere Otome Game, but it works just fine on its own. Soon, these capture targets consider her a close friend and almost none of them have obvious yandere tendencies anymore. What's in store for Rose Well, you have to read it to find out :P all in all, the story is an average carefree
read in itself. This otome isekai series is adorable! Mary Albert has these cute rings at the end of her hair, laughs throws ojousama and is the daughter of the Duke's family. Everything about her screams maliche, and it happened that the memory of her past life came back to her. When she took a sips for tea after explaining it all addie, her guide, was impressed. Not only does Addie not trust her at all, but
she is also insisting that she is going down the path of destruction. While most reincarnated villainess would avoid a bad ending, Mary decides to watch what game has set her up. With memories of the game scenarios otome try to best set the heroine and goal capture together. She's harassing the heroine just so that poor girl thinks our malicy is kind to her in her diabolical way. Look at Mary sweeping her
rings! So adorable &lt;3It's a comedy otome isekai manga, so it's really not all serious-like. Silly duo Mary and Addie remind me so much of Jessie and James chasing Ash to cause trouble wherever they go. Such a cheerful couple, enjoy reading! EDIT: Mary is my waifu. Addie's a great guy! I'll send them both. The last chapter literally screams IT'S SAILING! Thirteen recommendations, done! I have more,
but they do not exactly fit into the category of donation, so I leave those for future blog posts &lt;3 I read a lot, so I have a lot of series to introduce and talk about. Lately, there has been a deluge of these fluffy series and less adventurous series out there. This makes me a little sad because I really enjoyed the adventure series, so I'll be doing a blog post on the manga adventure series that I'll enjoy soon! I
tried my best to reduce the size of the image. They should load fast enough so I hope your mobile data isn't chugging! Chugging!
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